How to Measure for Accordion Shutters!
Things to look for:
Stucco Bands – mount on bands or mount above, below and beside the bands
Extended Sills – order height trapped
Corner Window Units – add extra inches to tracks
Bay Windows – add extra inches to tracks
Pavers – use wall angle or attach to slab under pavers
Pitching of Slab – use adjustable track
Porch Lights – measure daylight opening and account for obstacle
Electric Boxes - measure daylight opening and account for obstacle
Water Nozzles - measure daylight opening and account for obstacle
Fences Posts - measure daylight opening and account for obstacle
Door Bells – may have to be moved
Cable/Electrical Line – may have to be moved
Knee Walls – check clearance
Over Hangs – check clearance
Door Knobs That Stick Out Pass Wall – measure protrusion

If there are any obstacles around the openings try to order that particular opening
trapped. Measure window unit day light opening height and add 6 inches to calculated
your finished size of shutter from the top of track flange to the bottom of track flange.
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Stucco Bands
When there is an opening that has a stucco band you have three options. Consult with
customer which they prefer.
1. Mount shutter on stucco band by measuring end to end of stucco band and order
shutter trapped. When attaching tracks use longer fasteners depending on the thickness
of the stucco band. Remember you must always have an 1 ¾ penetration into concrete.
2. Mount the shutter beside the stucco band using the stucco band as your day light
opening measurement, if your stucco band exceeds 1” in depth you must use 2” buildout tracks instead of normal tracks (price accordingly).
3. Mount shutter in opening trapped width and height – use ceiling track top and bottom
(Only Florida Code Approved, Not Dade County Approved)
Example - 2

Example - 3
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Extended Sills
Use 2” build-out. Measure from top of the opening to the bottom of the extended
sill, then add 6” and order the shutter height trapped. You must always use 1x4 side
angles when you use 2” build-out, remember there is an extra charge, price accordingly.
If the extended sill exceeds 2 ½” use a ceiling track bolted to a 2 x 5 angle or greater both
top and bottom. (Keep in mind a bigger side angle will be necessary)
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Corner Units
Measure each side from the corner of the concrete to the windows edge. Order one
shutter stacks left and the other stacks right. Order tracks 5” longer and miter on the job
45°. Note: When mitering, start cut from end of track, using finish size of shutter. The
center-mate will close around the corner of the window.

Bay Windows
Miter track from wall side every 2”to 3” at 5 degrees angles and bend around corner. Do
not cut front face of the track. Mount angle to wall miter corner at 45 degrees. Ceiling
track is then through-bolted to angle with ¼” bolts and nuts every 12”.
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Bay Window Con’t:
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Sliding Glass Doors
Step down or flush design: All floor mounted shutters should be measured from the floor
to the top of the masonry opening. If ordering finished size add 3” to that height. If there
is at least 3” step below the door consider using a mount wall sill, if space is limited use
either walkover or an adjustable track. All floor tracks can be made removable, see
engineering.
Pavers
You can not connect adjustable or walkover tracks directly to pavers. You have
three options.
1.
Mount a 2x3 or a 2x5 angle (2” flange up or down) to the wall and mount a floor or
a ceiling track to the angle by using ¼” bolts and nuts every 12”.
2.
Mount a wall sill below the door if you have enough room.
3.
Mount bottom track to the concrete below the pavers by using longer anchors to
compensate for the thickness of the pavers. You must have at least 1 ¾”
penetration into the concrete slab.
Adjustable Track
This track will adjust up to 5/8” compensate for the pitch of the slab. Always
install floor track first and level track as much as possible.
Walkover Track
Slab must be level. You must always use 1x2.5 side angles when you use a
walkover track. Shims may be used under track for uneven slab. Remember there is an
extra charge for the 1x2.5 angle. (Calculate Accordingly)

Walkover

Adjustable
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Recessed Track
Cut a 1 ¼” x 1 ¼” groove in the slab in order to install this track. On new construction
use a wood strip before concrete is poured. A top grey vinyl trim is available to cover
groove in track.

Locks and Blade Stacking
Locks can be installed inside or outside or both, inside and outside.

Inside Lock

Outside Lock
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Second Floor Windows
Horizontal Slider – locks should be inside and centered with stack 30% / 70%
depending on which way the window opens.
Single hung windows - locks should be inside and 1/3rd up from the bottom, equal
stack.
Double single hung- locks should be inside and centered with stack 70% / 30% so
the lock does not fall on the window mull.
Horizontal Slider

Single Hung

Open

30%

Stack

70 %

Clear blades are available in any denomination to allow light to enter the room when the
accordion shutter is closed. At this time they only come with a white frame. Remember
there is an extra charge for clear blades (per lineal foot), calculate accordingly.
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